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The Good
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Image classification

Machine Learning: The Success Story?

Reinforcement Learning

Machine translation



Machine Learning: The Success Story?

(This is where crypto has/will have impact too!)



The Bad
http://edain.wikia.com/wiki/File:Mordor_Submod_Banner.jpg



Key thing to remember:

ML is Dumb
→ It is just a tool: Very useful if applied correctly, but full of limitations

→ There is no “magic”: Wishful thinking does not work here

So: Is deploying ML as is a good idea?



Can We Truly Rely on ML?



Have we really achieved human-level performance?

A Glimpse Into ML Reliability
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Adversarial Examples
[Athalye Engstrom Ilyas Kwok 2017]: 
3D-printed turtle model classified 
as rifle from most viewpoints

[Engstrom Tran Tsipras Schmidt M 2018]: 
Rotation + Translation Suffices

“revolver” “mouse trap”

[Goodfellow et al. 2014]: Imperceptible noise can fool 
state-of-the-art classifiers

“pig” (91%) “airliner” (99%)

+ 0.005 x =

Should we be worried?



Why Is This Brittleness of ML a Problem?

→ Security

[Sharif et al. 2016]: 
Glasses the fool face recognition

[Carlini et al. 2016][Carlini Wagner 2018]: 
Voice commands that are unintelligible to humans

[No Text]
(Bach's Cello Suite 1)

“Speech can be embedded in music”



Why Is This Brittleness of ML a Problem?

→ Security

[Sharif et al. 2016]: 
Glasses the fool face recognition

[Carlini et al. 2016][Carlini Wagner 2018]: 
Voice commands that are unintelligible to humans

Also, the “classic” problems: Spam/malware detection



Why Is This Brittleness of ML a Problem?
→ Security
→ Safety

In fact: Random Rotation + Translation 
(often) suffices to fool the model 
[Engstrom Tran Tsipras Schmidt M 2018]

“revolver” “mouse trap”



Why Is This Brittleness of ML a Problem?
→ Security
→ Safety
→ ML Alignment?

Understanding  “failure modes” of ML

ML works differently to what we expect



Adversarial Examples

Training Inference

Is That It?

Data Poisoning

→ We can’t afford to be too picky about  
where we get the training data from

→ We train on data we cannot fully trust

What can go wrong?

(Deep) ML is ”data hungry”



Training Inference

Is That It?

Data Poisoning

Conventional wisdom: 
If data is bad then it “just” will not be helpful

But: This is not true!
→ Can use corrupt data to 

manipulate predictions

This gets (much) worse

Dataset Training
Algorithm Model

(             , “George Clooney”) x 5

poison
“George Clooney”



Training Inference

Is That It?
[Koh Liang 2017]: 
Can cause misclassification of multiple inputs 
with a single “poisoned” training input

[Gu Dolan-Gavitt Garg 2017][Tsipras Turner M 2018]: 
Can plant an undetectable backdoor that 
gives an almost total control over the model

Data Poisoning

[Chen Liu Li Lu Song 2017]



Training Inference

Is That It?

Profit?

Model Stealing

Google Cloud Vision API

Microsoft Azure (Language Services)

Prediction API:
Input

Prediction



Training Inference

Is That It?

Profit?

Model Stealing

→ The “stolen” model can then be used (and training data extracted)
→ Proprietary datasets for model training are no longer a competitive advantage

[Tramer et al. 2016]: 

Can recover a “copy” of the model 
using only the prediction API



Is That It?

→ The “stolen” model can then be used (and training data extracted)
→ Proprietary datasets for model training are no longer a competitive advantage

[Tramer et al. 2016]: 
Can recover a “copy” of the model 
using only the prediction API

Side note: Adversarial examples can be constructed with only such restricted 
access to the model too (or, sometimes, even without it)

→ Adv. examples tend to transfer between models 
[Szegedy Zaremba Sutskever Bruna Erhan Goodfellow Fergus 2013]

→ Can be also synthesized via classification queries 
[Chen Zhang Sharma Yi Hsieh 2017, Ilyas Engstrom Athalye Lin 2018]

+ signal processing/online learning approaches
[Ilyas Engstrom M 2018]

ML
model

Image

Prediction



Three commandments of Secure/Safe ML

I. Thou shall not train on data you don’t fully trust 
(because of data poisoning)

II. Thou shall not let anyone use your model (or observe its   
outputs) unless you completely trust them 

(because of model stealing and black box attacks)

III. Thou shall not fully trust the predictions of your model
(because of adversarial examples)



Current State of
ML Security=

Are we doomed? 
No: It is a huge opportunity for crypto!



Current State of
ML Security=

No: It is a huge opportunity for crypto!

State of ”Classic” 
Security in 60s/70s

=

Are we doomed? 



Current State of
ML Security=

No: It is a huge opportunity for crypto!

State of ”Classic” 
Security in 60s/70s

=

“Just” need to “repeat the story” and 
re-think ML from a security/robustness perspective



The Hopeful



The Hopeful
https://www.worldpulse.com/en/community/users/sister-zeph/posts/76145



Towards Adversarially Robust Models
“pig”

“pig” (91%) “airliner” (99%)

+ 0.005 x =
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(Standard) generalization
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Classifier #"Panda

Pet

Car Instrument

Goal of (supervised) ML:
Find "∗ such that 
%(!,()~+ [-.// "∗, !, ( ] is small 

Distribution +

Training (simplified):
→ Sample (x,y)
→ Update " so as to 

reduce -.// ", !, (
→ Repeat
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!"#$ %&'' $, ) , *Goal of training:

Can use gradient descent 
method to find bad +

Differentiable
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Parameters -

Where Do Adversarial Examples Come From?

Input Correct LabelModel Parameters

!.)+ %&'' $, ) + +, *
To get an adv. 
example:

Which + are allowed?

Any + that is small wrt

• ℓ1-norm

• Rotation and/or translation

• VGG feature perturbation

• …

This is a part of 
the threat model



Towards ML Models that Are Adv. Robust
[M Makelov Schmidt Tsipras Vladu 2018]

Key observation: Lack of adv. robustness is NOT at odds with 
what we currently want our ML models to achieve

!(#,%)~( [*+,, -, ., / ]Standard generalization:

But: Adversarial noise is of ”measure zero”

Need: Adv. robust generalization:

!(#,%)~( [12.3∈5
*+,, -, . + 3, / ]This is a robustness guarantee



Towards ML Models that Are Adv. Robust
[M Makelov Schmidt Tsipras Vladu 2018]

Resulting training primitive:

min$ max
'∈)

*+,, -, / + 1, 2

Finding an “attack”Finding a robust model

So, now, it is “just” about the optimization
To improve the model: Train on good attacks 
(aka as “adversarial training” [Goodfellow Shlens Szegedy ‘15])

Does this work? Yes! (In practice)
But certain care is required



→ Strong, reliable attacks

→ Sufficient model capacity

Result: Robustness increases steadily

Key Components



ℓ"-norm ℓ#-norm Rotation + Translation

ImageNet

CIFAR-10

MNIST

4%
(+ALP 28%)*

*[Kannan et al. 2018]
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98%

71%

53%

(+vote 82%)**

(+vote 57%)**

66%

$ = 2.5/1

$ = 80/255

69%

**[Engstrom et al. 2018]

Btw: Is this even 
the right thing to measure?



ML via Adversarial Robustness Lens

How does adv. robust ML differ from “standard” ML?

!(#,%)~( [*+,, -, ., / ]

!(#,%)~( [12.3∈5
*+,, -, . + 3, / ]

vs

(This goes beyond deep learning!)



Adversarial Robustness is Not Free
→ Optimization during training more difficult

+"

−"

→ More training data might be required
[Schmidt Santurkar Tsipras Talwar M 2018]

→ Might need to lose “standard” accuracy
[Tsipras* Santurkar* Engstrom* Turner M 2018]

→ There might be also computational barriers too
[Bubeck Price Razenshteyn 2018]

Theory

Practice



But There Are (Unexpected?) Benefits Too
[Tsipras* Santurkar* Engstrom* Turner M 2018]

→ Gradients are more interpretable (they yield saliency maps)

→ “Adversarial” examples become
semantically meaningful

Input gradient of 
standard model

gradient of 
adv. robust model

Adversarial example for
standard model

“Primate”“Bird”



But There Are (Unexpected?) Benefits Too
[Tsipras* Santurkar* Engstrom* Turner M 2018]

→ Gradients are more interpretable (they yield saliency maps)

→ “Adversarial” examples become
semantically meaningful

Input gradient of 
standard model

gradient of 
adv. robust model

”Adversarial” example for
adv. robust model

“Primate”“Bird”



Where Could Crypto Help?
→ Protection against model stealing (learning with errors?)
→ Separation between white-box and black-box attacks (obfuscation?)
→ Training robust to data poisoning (differential privacy, pseudorandomness?)

More broadly:
→ Worst-case to average-case reductions?
→ How to even embed a hard problem into ML? (”Factoring” for deep learning?)
→ Unlocking the power of hidden randomness (aka secret keys)

Even more broadly:
→ What are the interesting/relevant threat models?
→ Do we even have the right definitions? (Need more of them anyway)



Conclusions
→ We’re getting somewhere in ML and this is exciting 
→ But: It is still Wild West out there
→ Still: Wild West is also the land of opportunity!

Next frontier: Building ML you can truly rely on 
→ Rethink the whole pipeline from a robustness/safety/security perspective
→ Are we even asking the right questions?

madry-lab.ml@aleks_madry

“Theory & Crypto mindset” can have a lot of impact here

Want to learn more?
→ See Shafi’s keynote tomorrow
→ Take a look at the blog on madry-lab.ml

(But, for now, think of this more as “theoretical physics” than “mathematics”)


